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Abstract: The use of computers to simulate facial aging or rejuvenation has long been a hot research 

topic in the field of computer vision, and this technology can be applied in many fields, such as 

customs security, public places, and business entertainment. With the rapid increase in computing 

speeds, complex neural network algorithms can be implemented in an acceptable amount of time. 

In this paper, an optimized face-aging method based on a Deep Convolutional Generative 

Adversarial Network (DCGAN) is proposed. In this method, an original face image is initially 

mapped to a personal latent vector by an encoder, and then the personal potential vector is 

combined with the age condition vector and the gender condition vector through a connector. The 

output of the connector is the input of the generator. A stable and photo-realistic facial image is then 

generated by maintaining personalized facial features and changing age conditions. With regard to 

the objective function, the single adversarial loss of the Generated Adversarial Network (GAN) with 

the perceptual similarity loss is replaced by the perceptual similarity loss function, which is the 

weighted sum of adversarial loss, feature space loss, pixel space loss, and age loss. The experimental 

results show that the proposed method can synthesize an aging face with rich texture and visual 

reality and outperform similar work. 

Keywords: face-aging synthesis; GAN; DCGAN; latent vector; perceptual similarity loss 

 

1. Introduction 

With the increase of age, the individual’s facial features will change significantly. Compared 

with other changes, facial appearance changes show some unique features. For example, aging 

variations are specific to a particular individual; they occur slowly and are significantly affected by 

other factors, such as health, gender, and lifestyle. In particular, aging is an irreversible and inevitable 

process [1]. 

A person’s picture with a certain time span in the FG-NET face image database is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A person’s picture with a certain time span. 

As an important personal characteristic, human age can be directly inferred from different 

patterns of facial appearance. With the rapid development of computer graphics and machine vision, 
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computer-based face-aging synthesis has become a particularly popular topic in recent years. The 

technology of simulating the aging process of a human face has wide application prospects such as 

safety control, supervision and monitoring, biometrics, entertainment, and cosmetology [2]. 

However, this technology remains challenging. Firstly, because of the complex structure of the face, 

a slow and varying aging process, and the variety of reasons that are behind aging, everyone has a 

unique way of aging. Secondly, the existing facial data sets are confused and inconsistent, such as 

facial expression, posture, occlusion, and great differences in lighting conditions. Finally, using the 

existing data sets, it is difficult to meet the requirements of various methods. 

In order to maintain more personalization and acquire a clear personalization in an aging face, 

we propose an improved deep convolution generation antagonism network framework (DCGAN). 

Firstly, the image is input into the encoder to obtain its personality characteristics. Then, through the 

connector, personality traits are associated with age and gender traits in order to input more 

important learning materials for the generator. At the same time, we use the existing mature age 

estimator to calculate the age loss in the training process to better understand the aging synthesis. In 

addition, we use the discriminator to distinguish the input image and the generated image to 

optimize the objective function, which makes it more and more difficult for the discriminator to 

determine whether the generated image is the image generated by the generator. In addition, in order 

to generate more detailed and realistic aging facial images, we use a perceptual similarity [3] measure 

to replace the original single adversarial loss. The specific objective function is the weighted sum of 

the adversarial loss, feature space loss, pixel space loss, and age loss. The combination of multiple 

losses makes the final image better. 

In general, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: Firstly, we devise 

special encoders and connectors in order to extract facial personality features, and then, make full 

use of age and gender information for network training. Secondly, the perceptual similarity measure 

is applied to the objective function of the proposed model to obtain the aging surface with clearer 

lineament and facial details. Finally, the proposed method in this paper has strong robustness in 

posture and occlusion. 

2. Related Work 

2.1. Face Detection 

Face detection is a key link in an automatic face recognition system. It refers to searching any 

given image with a certain strategy to determine whether it contains a face or not, and if so, returning 

the position, size, and pose of a face. Suk-Ju Kang et al. proposed a new multi-user eye tracking 

algorithm based on position estimation [4]. Tsung-Yi Lin et al. designed and trained a simple dense 

detector called RetinaNet [5]. RetinaNet is able to match the speed of previous one-stage detectors 

while surpassing the accuracy of all existing state-of-the-art two-stage detectors. 

2.2. Face Progression and Regression 

Conventional methods of facial-aging synthesis can be roughly classified as the physical model-

based method [6] and the prototype-based method [7]. The former takes full account of facial features 

and geometric construction and establishes parametric models of facial geometric features, muscles, 

and wrinkles. The latter divides all facial pictures into diverse age groups. Considering the average 

face of each age group as the prototype, the distinction between the prototypes is treated as the aging 

pattern. Nevertheless, as a prototype of aging, the normal facial texture is too smooth to capture high-

frequency details such as spots and wrinkles. Park, Tong, and Jain ameliorated this technique and 

made it applicable to a three-dimensional facial-aging field [8]. By building shape space and texture 

space models, we can get three-dimensional face-aging simulation methods, and some progress has 

been achieved in this. With the wide application and rapid development of in-depth learning in the 

image processing domain, a facial-aging method based on a recursive neural network (RNN) comes 

up, in which RNN is applied to age mode conversion to much better retain personality characteristics 

and make full use of the correlation between adjacent age groups [9]. 
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2.3. Generative Adversarial Network 

Generative adversarial network (GAN) [10], as a generation model, has attracted widespread 

attention in academic circles since it was first proposed by Professor Ian Goodfellow of the University 

of Montreal in 2014. An age-conditional generative adversarial network (Age-cGAN) [11] is proposed 

by Grigory et al. to preserve recognizable personality features in principle. It is the first time that 

GAN has been applied to face aging of an appointed age group. 

The initial GAN model consists of a generating network and a discriminant network. The 

network captures the distribution of sample data and generates forged samples. The objective 

function of the network is a minimax game process to distinguish whether the input is real samples 

or forged samples. This optimization can be regarded as a minimax two-player game, as in Equation 

(1), in which z is a vector randomly sampled from a known simple distribution p_z(z), θ_G and θ_D 

are parameters of generator G and discriminator D. 

( ) ( )~ ~
min max ( , ) log ( ) log(1 ( ( )))

data z
G D

x p zx zp
V D G E D x E D G z

 
           (1)

Compared with other models, GAN can generate sharper and clearer images without Markov 

chain or approximate maximum likelihood estimation, avoiding the difficult problem of approximate 

calculation of probability. However, GAN also has some problems, the most important of which is 

the collapse of GAN training and the uncontrollable problem of a model which is too free to be 

controlled. Because the optimization process of GAN is defined as a minimax problem and there is 

no loss function, it is difficult to distinguish whether the optimization is progressing or not in the 

process of network training, and the runaway problem may occur in the training process. As a result, 

the generator will only generate the same sample, the network cannot continue to learn, and the 

discriminator will lose its function. In addition, GAN does not need to set up a sample distribution 

model in advance, which is not only a major advantage of GAN but also has some associated 

problems, for instance, GAN is too free, there is a lack of guidance for data generation, and it 

sometimes generates fantastic and difficult to understand images. 

Over the past three years, researchers have proposed several ways to improve the original GAN 

from different perspectives. Here are some of the more famous improved GANs in general 

chronological order. To solve the problem that GAN is too free, Conditional GAN (CGAN) [12] 

guides the generation of data by adding additional conditional information to GAN, and takes 

conditional information as the input of discriminator and generator. DCGAN [13] is a very successful 

network which combines a convolutional neural network with a countermeasure network. 

Convolution and micro-step convolution neural networks are used to replace discriminant networks 

and generating networks in GAN, respectively, to enhance the ability of image feature expression. 

This improved convolution or deconvolution network architecture has basically become the standard 

structure of GAN design. Afterward, this convolution structure has been used in the improved 

generation countermeasure network. Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [14] introduces a new metric 

distance, the Wasserstein distance, also known as Earth-Mover (EM) distance, which can theoretically 

solve the problem of GAN gradient disappearance. Combining with WGAN, Boundary Equilibrium 

Generative Adversarial Network (BEGAN) [15] proposes a new equalization method for balancing 

generators and discriminators in training and proposes a new approximate metric convergence 

method to achieve fast and stable training and generate high-quality visual images. A Conditional 

Adversarial AutoEncoder (CAAE) is proposed by Zhang et al. [16] to generate more realistic facial 

images by simulating age progression and regression. 

3. Proposed Method 

3.1. Framework 

The framework of the proposed face-aging method in this paper is illustrated in Figure 2. The 

frame diagram mainly consists of Encoder (E), Connector (C), Generator (G), and Discriminator (D). 

The function of E is to map the high-dimensional facial image to the personal latent vector and then 
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extract the personality vector z of human faces. C merges z and y to generate a connection vector, 

where y is composed of age label(a) and gender label(g). The reason for choosing a gender label is to 

let it guide the face-aging synthesis more purposefully, thereby the result becomes more authentic. 

The component face image will be generated by inputting z and y into G. After that, D will distinguish 

the generated faces from input faces in order to generate realistic and reasonable faces. 

The original three-channel image of 128 × 128 is input into E, and its output is a vector of 1 × 60, 

which contains the personality characteristics of the face. By connecting the 1 × 60 eigenvector with 

the replicated age vector and gender vector in C as the input of G, and then G will output a 128 × 128 

three-channel composite image. D will output a probability value for the original image and the 

composite image, respectively, which represents the probability that the input of the discriminator 

belongs to a real face image. 

Encoder
E

Connector
C

Age Estimator
AE

Discriminator
D

Generator
G

Age label
a

x

Gender label
g

x1
z C(z,y)

y

 

Figure 2. The framework of our method. 

3.2. Encoder 

When the dimension of the input vector is higher than the dimension of the output vector, the 

neural network is equivalent to an encoder. In the face-aging synthesis task, for the DCGAN model, 

the task of the generator is to map a “noise” vector z and a condition vector y to a face image. The 

function relationship is expressed as: 

1 ( ( , )) ( ( ), )x G C z y G E x y 
 

(2) 

where G represents the generator. To ensure that the generated face image is the same person as the 

input image x, the z vector here must be a representation of the input image x. The purpose of 

designing the convolutional encoder E is to map the input face image into the hidden space. Feature 

vector z: 

( )z E x
 

(3) 

The convolutional encoder designed in this paper is a full convolutional network. The whole 

network replaces the pooling layer with stride convolution, convolves the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) 

face image of the 128 × 128 pixels layer by layer, and finally outputs a low-dimensional feature vector 

through full connection. The network structure of the convolutional encoder is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Convolutional network structure of the encoder. 

In the convolution layer, the convolution cores of size 5 × 5 are used, and the steps are set to 2 × 2. 

Batch Normalization (BN) is not used in a convolution coder. Although batch normalization helps to 

accelerate the convergence speed of the model, there are also problems of sampling oscillation and 

model instability. From the above table, we can see that in a convolutional coding network, except 

for the Tanh function used in the last layer of the full connection layer activation function, the ReLU 

function is used in the other layers. 

3.3. Generator 

When the dimension of the input vector is lower than the dimension of the output vector, the 

neural network is equivalent to a decoder. The generator G acts as a decoder corresponding to the 

convolutional encoder E and takes the face feature vector z, the age vector a, and the gender vector g 

as input, and the face image is reconstructed from the feature information. The gender condition is 

added because the aging characteristics of different genders are very different. The aging synthesis 

of a face is carried out on the basis of clear gender, which can avoid the influence of gender on the 

aging result. The network structure of the generator is shown in Figure 4. 

128*128*364*64*6432*32*12816*16*2568*8*5124*4*1024176 16384

Output image
MSConv

ReLU
No BN

MSConv
ReLU
No BN

MSConv
ReLU
No BN

MSConv
ReLU
No BN

MSConv
ReLU
No BN

MSConv
Tanh

No BN

Fc
ReLU
No BN

Input 
vetor

 

Figure 4. Deconvolution network structure of the generator. 

The input to the generator is the merge vector of feature vector z, age vector a, and gender vector 

g. From the structure diagram of the convolutional encoder, z is a 60-dimensional feature vector, and 

the age information is an eight-dimensional one-hot vector. The gender information is a two-

dimensional one-hot vector. If directly merged, the age condition and gender condition will have 

little effect on the generator. In order to balance the influence of eigenvectors and conditional vectors 

on the composite image, the age vector a is copied seven times before merging to obtain a 56-

dimensional vector, and the gender vector g is copied 30 times to obtain a 60-dimensional vector. 
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Then, the conditional input of the generator is a 116-dimensional vector, and the eigenvector z is 

combined to obtain a 176-dimensional input. 

The most important operation of generating a network is the Fractional-Strided Convolution, 

which is also considered to be deconvolution in many places. In the micro-step convolution operation, 

it is adopted. A convolution kernel of size 5 × 5 with a step size of 2 × 2. Similar to the convolutional 

coding network, batch normalization is not used in the generation network, and the Relu activation 

function is used for all layers except the output layer using the Tanh activation function. 

3.4. Descriminator 

The role of the discriminator is to distinguish between the real face image and the synthetic face 

image and, finally, output a scalar value indicating the probability that the discriminator’s input 

image is a real face image. The network structure of the discriminator is shown in Figure 5. 

128*128*3 64*64*32 32*32*64 16*16*128 8*8*256 4*4*512 1024 1

Input image

Conv
Leaky 
ReLU

BN

Conv
Leaky 
ReLU

BN
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BN
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ReLU

BN
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Leaky 
ReLU
No BN

Fc
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Figure 5. Convolution network structure of the descriminator. 

As can be seen from Figure 5, the input is an RGB face image (real image or composite image) of 

size 128 × 128 pixels, and the output is a scalar value in the range of (0, 1). The constraint is connected 

to the first convolution layer according to the design rules of the condition GAN. Specifically, after 

the input image passes through the first convolutional layer, a feature map of 16 pixels is output and 

then connected to the conditional feature map after the extended copy to obtain a feature map of 32 

pixels. After the conditional connection is successful, the 32 feature maps are convoluted and fully 

connected, and finally, a scalar value representing the probability is output. 

Unlike the convolutional encoder and generator, the discriminant network uses the Leaky ReLU 

activation function in addition to the last layer using the Sigmoid activation function. Furthermore, 

in the discriminant network, the convolutional layer uses batch normalization. 

3.5. Loss Function 

The objective function of the original GAN is a zero-sum game about the discriminator and the 

generator, and it is also a maximal-minimization problem. The objective function of the original GAN, is: 

~ ( ) ~ ( )
min max ( , ) [log ( )] [log(1 ( ( )))]

data zx p x z p zG D
V D G E D x E D G z  

 
(4) 

where G represents the discriminating network, D represents the generating network, G(z) is the 

output of the generating network, z is a noise vector, and D(x) indicates the probability that the input 

is a true data sample. And ( )
data

p x  is the data distribution which represents x, ( )
z

p z  depicts the 

distribution of the noise vector z. 

For the aging synthesis task of this paper, the objective function of GAN becomes: 

, ~ ( , ) , ~ ( , )
min max{ [log ( , )] [log(1 ( ( ( ), )))]}

data datax y p x y x y p x yG D
E D x y E D G E x y 

 
(5) 
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where x is the input face image and y is the condition constraint (age and gender condition), 

indicating the face sample distribution. E, D, and G are represented as convolutional encoders, 

discriminators, and generators, respectively. 

In the aging synthesis process, the purpose of the discriminator D is to distinguish the real face 

image from the synthesized face image under given constraints, so the objective function of the 

discriminator is: 

, ~ ( , ) , ~ ( , )
max{ [log ( , )] [log(1 ( ( ( ), )))]}

data datax y p x y x y p x y
D

E D x y E D G E x y 
 

(6) 

Converting the formula above to a minimized form gives: 

, ~ ( , ) , ~ ( , )
min{ { [log ( , )] [log(1 ( ( ( ), )))]}}

data datax y p x y x y p x yD
E D x y E D G E x y  

 
(7) 

The generator G functions as a decoder for decoding the feature vector E(x) and the condition 

vector y generated by the convolutional encoder E into a composite image. One of the goals of 

generator learning is to minimize the probability that the discriminator discriminates as a composite 

image. According to formula (5), the generator’s adversarial loss is expressed as: 

, ~ ( , )
[log(1 ( ( ( ), )))]

datag x y p x y
L E D G E x y 

 
(8) 

In order to produce a clearer and more realistic face image, the objective function of the aging 

synthesis method in this chapter adds three loss terms in addition to the original objective function 

of GAN: Feature space loss, pixel space loss, and age loss. Enriching the objective function from 

multiple angles helps to generate a face-aged image with more realistic and clearer details. 

1. Feature space loss 

The feature space loss represents the difference between the real face image and the synthesized 

face image on the network feature map. The network here can be either a trained network, such as 

AlexNet, or a part of the discriminant network. In order to avoid increasing the network complexity, 

the output of the middle layer of the network is determined as the feature space of the input image, 

and the loss of the real image and the composite image in the feature space is calculated. Define 

feature space loss: 

' ' 2

, ~ ( , )
[|| ( ( , )) ( ( , ))|| ]

dataf x y p x y
L E D G z y D G x y 

 
(9) 

wherein, 'D  is the middle layer network of the discriminator D, z is the feature vector output by the 

convolutional encoder, and y is the constraint condition, which represents the face image synthesized 

by the generator. Combined with formula (3), it can be written as: 

' ' 2

, ~ ( , )
[|| ( ( ( ), )) ( ( , ))|| ]

dataf x y p x y
L E D G E x y D G x y 

 
(10) 

2. Pixel space loss 

The pixel space loss is the difference between the real image and the composite image at the 

pixel level, and the similarity of the two images at the pixel level is constrained, which is defined as: 

2

, ~ ( , )
[|| ( ( ), ) || ]

datap x y p x y
L E G E x y x 

 
(11) 

3. Age loss 

The age loss represents the difference in age estimates between the real face image and the 

synthetic face image, and the introduction of age loss causes the generator to synthesize a reasonable 

age image. Defined as: 

' '' 2

, ~ ( , )
[|| || ]

dataa x y p x y
L E l l 

 
(12) 
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where 'l  represents an estimated value of the real image in the trained age estimation model, and 
''l  represents an estimated value of the composite image. 

In combination with the above loss term, for convolutional encoder E and generator G, the 

objective function becomes: 

,
min( )

g g p p a a f fE G
L L L L     

 
(13) 

Among them, 
g
 , 

p
 , 

a
 , and 

f
  are weight factors of generator countermeasure loss, pixel 

space loss, age loss, and feature space loss respectively. 

4. Experiment 

4.1. Dataset 

In order to train an efficient aging synthesis model, one of the key elements is to synthesize 

visual real and reasonable aging face images and to collect enough age images. The training samples 

in this section collect data sets with age labels, including Morph-II [17], CACD [18], IMDB-WIKI [19], 

which are currently available publicly. The Morph-II dataset includes more than 15,000 age-and 

gender-labeled face images with an average of four images per person, but the average age interval 

between images is 164 days, and the Morph-II data set does not contain face images of people under 

16 years old; the CACD dataset ranges from 16 to 62 years old, including about 16,000 face age images 

of 2000 persons; the IMDB-WIKI data package has over 520,000 face images with age and gender tags 

and is a very large publicly available data set. Although the age tags of CACD and IMDB-WIKI are 

not very accurate, they can still be used in the research of face-aging synthesis. In addition, due to the 

extreme lack of facial images of people under 15 and over 65 years old in the above datasets, this 

section also collects a large number of images of infants, children, and the elderly from the Internet, 

in order to balance the proportion of age and sex in the training dataset. Since the collected images 

are different (size and format of images, multiple faces in one image, etc.), all images need to be pre-

processed. We use the face detection technology, Dlib [20], to crop and align the face images. For 

crawled images, the age labels are given by an age estimator referring to a variety of age estimation 

algorithms [21–24]. All images are divided into eight categories, i.e., 0–10, 11–20, 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 

51–60, 61–70, and 71–80. Each category contains about 3500 samples with a similar sex ratio. 

 

Figure 6. Cross-age original facial images of three people. 
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Some examples of original images are shown in Figure 6. There are people of different races and 

colors in the world. At the same time, there are many studies on facial biometric recognition. Some 

studies have made good progress on age, race, and gender feature recognition [25]. It should be 

pointed out that, regardless of age estimation or aging synthesis, the subjects in this paper actually 

include people with different skin colors; however, the target race is Westerners because open source 

databases such as FG-NET contain mainly many facial images of Western countries. 

4.2. Network Training 

The input of the network is a 128 × 128 pixel RGB face image. The convolution operation basically 

uses a 5 × 5 convolution core with a convolution step of 2. In order to accelerate the convergence 

speed, the input image, age, and gender conditions are normalized to the range [−1,1]. Similarly, 

because the Tanh activation function is used in the output layer of convolutional encoder and 

generator, the output is also between [−1,1]. 

The pixel values of the cropped images and the age label vector, which is an eight-dimensional 

one-hot vector, are normalized to [−1,1]. The encoder E maps the input images to the latent vector z, 

and then z and y are input to G to synthesize a photo-realistic face image, after which, D discriminates 

real images from generated images. The optimizer of DCGAN adopts the Adam optimizer (B1 = 0.5, 

B2 = 0.999), where the learning rate is 0.0002 and the batch-size is 64. Meanwhile,
y

E , 
z

E , G, and D 

are updated alternatively. 

Our experimental platform is: GPU: Quadro P6000, memory: 24G. TensorFlow, developed and 

maintained by Google Brain, a team of Google Artificial Intelligence, is a symbolic mathematical 

system based on data flow programming, which is widely used in the programming of various 

machine learning algorithms. We use the tensorflow framework for coding. 

 

Figure 7. The Intermediate Model Generated by Iterative Training of Different Numbers and the 

Aging Synthesis Chart Generated by the Model. 
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Every 10 epochs are trained, the model is saved once. On the one hand, it is used to test the 

training effect. On the other hand, it is used to resume on-site training when the training is 

interrupted unexpectedly. Probably 6 h are needed for training 60 epochs. The generated images of 

diverse age groups are illustrated in Figure 7. 

Due to the low number of training rounds or the influence of face posture, illumination 

conditions in the input image, and the limited generalization ability of the network itself, the images 

generated by the generator may be distorted, resulting in a poor aging synthesis effect. 

Figure 8 demonstrates some examples of unsatisfactory synthesis. 

 

Figure 8. Some errors or fails produced by the network. 

4.3. Comparison and Evaluation 

In fact, it is difficult to judge face-aging methods quantitatively. In this section, we will compare 

and evaluate our methods from four aspects: robustness, authenticity, comparison with other 

methods, and age accuracy. We have done a lot of comparative experiments in order to get detailed 

comparative results in each aspect. 

After about 60 epoch training, we can get a better aging synthesis effect. We use the model saved 

at this time to compare and verify. We use tensorflow to load the trained model and send the input 
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image into the network after pretreatment to get the composite image. Next, we will introduce in 

detail the comparative experiments of various indicators. 

 Robustness 

In order to evaluate the robustness of the trained aging synthesis model, we draw some images 

with graffiti on FG-NET data set and then input them into the aging synthesis model at the same time 

as the original image. The synthetic images of each age group are obtained respectively, as shown in 

Figures 7 and 8. 

Our input is four pairs of eight face images, each pair of images including an original image and 

a graffiti picture. By inputting them into our trained generation model, we can get four groups of 

result diagrams. Each group was composed of original and graffiti aging maps in eight age groups. 

Although the synthesized face images are not identical to the original synthesized images, they can 

still obtain better synthesized results. 

Eight input drawings which contain four original drawings and four graffiti drawings are shown 

in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Original graph and pictures with graffiti. 

As can be observed, some of the input pictures are covered by black lines, others are covered by 

markers of other colors. In short, the manner of the graffiti varies. Through the observation of the 

resulting graph, we can see that the original picture is very similar to the graffiti-generated aging 
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composite map. Generally speaking, the effect is very good, even if some graffiti around the eyes lead 

to the appearance of glasses in the resulting graph, which is an interesting phenomenon. 

The results of the robustness test on FG-NET dataset show that the aging synthesis model 

constructed by the aging synthesis method in this paper has superior robustness to face occlusion changes. 

Eight output drawings which contain four results of original drawings and four results of graffiti 

drawings are shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Synthesis diagrams generated from our model. 

 Authenticity 

The FG-NET Face Data Set contains 1002 images of 82 people aged 0 to 69. We compared these 

pictures over the age of 10 years and obtained their age pictures using the synthetic method detailed 

in this paper. A simple vote is designed to provide participants with three face images, an original A 

image, a B image generated by our method, and a real image C in the same age group as B. 

Participants chose one of the three options based on the appearance of A and B: “B is similar to C, B 

is not similar to C, and is uncertain”. The results of this survey are as follows: 46% of people think 

that B is similar to C, 19% think that B is not similar to C, 35% feel that it is difficult to judge by the 

influence of posture and light. Several comparison groups are illustrated in Figure 11, which shows 

that the method in this paper can better preserve personality and authenticity. 

OpenFace software [26] is an open source face recognition system, we use it to test the input 

image and synthetic image and judge whether the two faces belong to the same person. There are 
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2000 pairs of synthetic images and input images totally. We obtain the final result to be 85.25%, which 

proves the method in this paper can better preserve personality. 

 

Figure 11. Compared with the real image to judge authenticity. 

 Comparison with prior work 

We also use FG-NET face image dataset as the input image and compare it with the Face 

Transformer Demo (FT Demo) [27]. The comparison results are illustrated in Figure 12, from which we 

can see that the image generated by FT Demo has obvious ghost defects; especially, the result in infancy 

has been seriously deformed, where color disorders have occurred. On the contrary, our method can 

better retain the personality characteristics and generate more realistic and reasonable images. 

In addition, we compare our results with several prior face-aging results [7,9,16] and collect 

some aging synthesis images from published papers. A total of 186 aging images of 56 people were 

obtained and their corresponding aging faces were generated using the method in this paper. In 

addition, we conducted the user study that offered four options to the inquirer. It specifically referred 

to: A is better; B is better; A and B are equal; neither A nor B is good. 

These are the statistical results: 39% prefer the method in this paper, 25% consider the prior work 

to be superior, 19% think they are similar, and 17% think neither is good enough. Several comparison 

groups are shown in Figure 13. Generally speaking, the method in this paper can generate authentic 

and reliable aging faces. 

input synthesis real input 

 

synthesis 

 

real

35 61 -70 61 42 61 - 70 69 

42 41 - 502936 31 - 4026

40 31 -40 181911 - 2006

26 21 -3003

38 31- 40 28 37 31 - 40 23

23 21-30 10 
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Figure 12. Compared with the Face Transformer (FT) Demos. 

 

Figure 13. Compared with prior works. 

In addition, we also compare with the new results. Shaobo Guan [28] provides a novel method 

Transparent Latent-Space GAN (TL-GAN) to control the generation process of an unsupervised-

trained generative model like GAN (generative adversarial network). Advantages of this method are 

25

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 71-80 61-70 

baby children teenagers midlife old age 

35

input

input

baby children teenagers midlife old age 

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

11 21-30

45 60 - 80 60 -80 14 41 -50 41 -50 

17 61 - 70 61 -70 04 51-60 46-57

16 31-40 31-40 21 41-50 41-50 

08 61 -70 58 - 68 25 41-50 41 -50 

06 11 -20 16- 20 21-30 
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efficiency and flexibility. The demo can randomly generate a face image, then click on the right button 

space to select the changed features. There are many optional features, such as hair, eyes, smile, and 

age, as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Demo of a Transparent Latent-Space Generated Adversarial Network (TL-GAN). 

The experimental results of TL-GAN are shown in Figure 15, from which we can see that we 

only choose to change the age condition and make a random input image become younger; however, 

the synthesized image is often not very good. For example, the background is distorted, the hair 

becomes random, and even the gender may change. This is not an ideal effect. However, the 

advantages of TL-GAN are obvious, such as its flexibility and interesting function. Indeed, there are 

too many difficulties and problems that need to be overcome in the field regarding facial-aging 

synthesis. Many researchers are working hard to find new methods to promote this process. We 

believe that this will lead to better and more effective aging synthesis methods in the near future. 

 

Figure 15. Synthetic effect of TL-GAN. 

 Age accuracy 

Let us evaluate the reasonableness of age in this section, for example, we generate images of 30–

40-years old by setting age conditions, but if we use age estimators to determine their age, the 

generated images will stand the test. We use the most advanced age estimation CNN to estimate the 

age of the generated face. A total of 800 facial pictures were randomly selected from the test data set 

(100 for each age group), and the gender ratio was adjusted as evenly as possible. When these faces 

were input into our network, 6400 face pictures were generated. As a contrast, we also selected 6400 

real face pictures from the collected data set, with the final test data consisting of 12,800 face images. 

For each image, the CNN estimates the image based on the age estimates and calculates the final 

results. The comparison results are illustrated in Table 1. The results show that the accuracy of the 
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generated face is just 8.2% lower than that of the real face, which shows that the method in this paper 

can synthesize reasonable aging pictures of different age groups. 

Table 1. Comparison Result of Age Estimation. 

Target Generated Images Real Images 

Accuracy Ratio 83.6% 91.8% 

MAE Error 0.2812 0.1263 

5. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a simulated face-aging method based on the Deep Convolution Generation 

Adversarial Network (DCGAN), which preserves the personality characteristics of the face well and 

has good robustness. Different from the traditional method [29,30], we separate the personality 

characteristics from the age and gender conditions and map them to low-dimensional vectors 

through the encoder. At the same time, we apply the perceptual similarity loss to facial-aging 

simulations to generate photo-realistic aging face images. The rationality and effectiveness of the 

method are proved by comparing several aspects of the robustness, authenticity, and age accuracy 

with other methods. The method described in this paper can achieve good age progression and 

rejuvenation effects. Experiments on several open-source datasets show that the aging synthesis 

method proposed in this paper can preserve the facial features of the human face well while at the 

same time generate aging features consistent with the target age range and synthesize visually 

realistic and reasonable aging images. Most of the aging synthesis methods are based on two-

dimensional images; therefore, the next step should be extended to three-dimensional images. 
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